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Persistent expression of stabilized β-catenin delays maturation
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Abstract

Transgenic mice expressing stabilized β-catenin in neural progenitors develop enlarged brains resulting from increased progenitor expansion.
To more precisely define β-catenin regulation of progenitor fate, we employed a conditional transgenic approach to delete the β-catenin regulatory
domain from neural progenitors, resulting in expression of stabilized protein from its endogenous promoter in these cells and their progeny. An
increased fraction of transgenic cortical cells express the progenitor markers Nestin and LewisX, confirming a relative expansion of this
population. Sustained β-catenin activity expands RC2 and Pax6 expression in the developing cortex while postponing the onset of Tbr2
expression, suggesting a delay in maturation of radial glia into intermediate progenitors. Furthermore, transgenic cortical cells fail to either
upregulate ErbB4 or develop a mitogenic response to epidermal growth factor, changes that normally accompany the acquisition of an
intermediate fate. Likewise, transgenic brains do not develop a distinct subventricular zone or superficial cortical layers, and overexpression of
stabilized β-catenin by in utero electroporation caused a relative reduction of upper layer vs. lower layer cortical neurons, indicating that persistent
β-catenin activity interferes with the generation of progenitors responsible for the production of upper layer cortical neurons. Collectively, these
findings demonstrate that β-catenin functions to maintain the radial glial population, and suggest that downregulation of β-catenin signaling may
be critical to facilitate the transition to an intermediate progenitor phenotype.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Assembly of the intricate architecture of themammalian brain
requires the ordered specification of a broad variety of cell types
(Edlund and Jessell, 1999). The complexity and elegance of
brain development are exemplified by the “inside-out” con-
struction of the neocortex, in which neurons fated to reside in the
infragranular cortical layers (V–VI) are generated first, while
later-born neurons migrate beyond these cells to compose the
superficial layers (II–IV) (Takahashi et al., 1999). Deep layer
neurons are proposed to originate from the asymmetric division
of radial glial ventricular zone (VZ) progenitors at the apical
surface (Malatesta et al., 2000; Miyata et al., 2001; Noctor et al.,
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2004). In contrast, evidence suggests that the upper layers derive
primarily from the symmetric division of subventricular zone
(SVZ) cells, also referred to as intermediate or basal progenitors
(Tarabykin et al., 2001; Haubensak et al., 2004; Noctor et al.,
2004; Zimmer et al., 2004). Since alterations in the balance
between radial glial and intermediate progenitor proliferation
could have a significant impact on ultimate brain architecture,
the signals that control the timing and rate of each type of
division are critical to normal central nervous system (CNS)
function.

Canonical Wnt signaling mediated by β-catenin has been
proposed to function in both neural progenitor cell expansion
and neuronal lineage choice (Chenn and Walsh, 2002; Zechner
et al., 2003; Hirabayashi et al., 2004; Israsena et al., 2004). In the
absence of Wnts, cytosolic β-catenin is recruited into a complex
with adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) and axin. This
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association facilitates its N-terminal phosphorylation by glyco-
gen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β) and its consequent ubiquitina-
tion and degradation by the proteasome. Wnt activation of
Frizzled/LRP coreceptors increases the stable pool of β-catenin
by disrupting this complex. Free β-catenin can then enter the
nucleus where it associates with TCF/LEF family members to
direct transcription of Wnt target genes (Clevers and van de
Wetering, 1997).

Transgenic mice expressing a form of β-catenin resistant to
GSK3β-mediated degradation in neural progenitors exhibited a
gross horizontal expansion of the cortex resulting from
decreased progenitor cell cycle exit (Chenn and Walsh, 2002).
Conversely, conditional deletion of β-catenin from cortical
progenitors resulted in multiple structural defects, decreased cell
proliferation, altered cell migration, and changes in dorsoventral
cell identity (Machon et al., 2003; Backman et al., 2005).
Moreover, focal inhibition ofβ-catenin signaling caused cortical
precursors to prematurely exit the cell cycle and differentiate into
neurons (Woodhead et al., 2006). Collectively, these studies
suggest that regulation ofβ-catenin signaling plays a critical role
in controlling the production of cortical neurons by regulating
progenitor decisions to proliferate or differentiate.

While these data suggest that altered β-catenin function can
influence cell fate and tissue patterning in the developing cortex,
whether β-catenin functions to regulate specific cortical pro-
genitor populations during development remains poorly under-
stood. Recent work suggests that β-catenin-mediated signaling
is robust in VZ progenitors but appears to be reduced in the
SVZ/intermediate zone (IZ), raising the possibility that β-
catenin signaling functions primarily in radial glial progenitors
and that modulation of signaling may play a role in progenitor
maturation (Woodhead et al., 2006). Here, using a stable mouse
line that can be used to achieve conditional and persistent
expression of stabilized β-catenin from its endogenous
promoter, along with in utero electroporation approaches, we
examine the role of β-catenin on distinct classes of progenitors
during cortical development.

Materials and methods

Animals

All animals were used in accordance with a protocol approved by the
Northwestern University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Construction of the Ctnnb1tm1Mmt (Catnblox(Ex3)) mice has been described
previously (Harada et al., 1999). Tg(Nes-cre)1Wmz (NesCre8) mice (Petersen et
al., 2002) were a gift from Susan McConnell (Stanford University), Tg(Nes-cre)
1Kln (NesCre) animals (Tronche et al., 1999) were obtained from Jackson
Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME). ROSA26;NesCre mice were a gift from
Yuanyi Feng (Northwestern University), generated by crossing NesCre and
B6;129-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1Sho/J (Jackson Laboratories) animals. Female
mice homozygous for an allele of β-catenin with loxP sites flanking the third
exon (Catnblox(Ex3)/Catnblox(Ex3)), which spans the GSK3β regulatory domain,
were crossed withNesCre8,NesCre, or ROSA26;NesCre transgenic males. Preg-
nant females were euthanized at embryonic day (E) 14.5 to E17.5 (plug
date=E0.5) and primary cortical cells were separately isolated from each embryo
as previously described (Murphy et al., 1989). Data represent the analysis of
multiple embryos per genotype from at least two separate litters. Presence of the
Cre transgene was detected by PCR amplification and expression of truncated
β-catenin confirmed by Western blot. All electroporation studies were
conducted on timed-pregnant Swiss-Webster mice (Charles River Laboratories,
Wilmington, MA).

Plasmid DNA

The N-terminal truncated β-catenin construct (Δ90β-cateninGFP) used has
been described previously (Chenn and Walsh, 2002). It was subcloned into a
pCAG electroporation vector designed to allow expression in both neural
progenitors and mature cell types (Niwa et al., 1991). pCAG-EGFP was used in
control experiments.

Neurosphere assay

Neurospheres were formed by seeding E14.5 or E17.5 primary cortical cells
at clonal density (1×104 cells/mL; Seaberg et al., 2005) in suspension culture in
clonal density media (CDM): DMEM+N2, B27, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM
sodium pyruvate, and 1 mM N-acetyl cysteine (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
supplemented with FGF2 alone or EGF and FGF2 at 20 ng/mL each (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO). Methylcellulose (0.5%, Sigma) was included to ensure clonality
(Gritti et al., 1999). After 6 days in culture, a representative collection (nN30) of
cell clusters with a compact spheroid morphology and a minimum diameter of
40 μm were measured using MetaMorph Version 6.3r1 software (Molecular
Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).

Luciferase assay

E14.5 primary cortical cells cultured overnight on poly-D-lysine (Sigma) in
CDM+20 ng/mL FGF2 were transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen)
with a TCF/LEF firefly luciferase reporter (Super(8x)TOPFLASH) or a mutated
control reporter (Super(8x)FOPFLASH) to measure background activity
(Veeman et al., 2003). An RNA polymerase III renilla luciferase reporter was
included as a transfection control, and cotransfection of pCDNA3 ICAT was
used to demonstrate that activation was β-catenin-dependent (Gottardi and
Gumbiner, 2004). Luciferase activity was measured using the Dual-Luciferase
Assay System (Promega, Madison, WI) and a Veritas microplate luminometer
(Turner Biosystems, Sunnyvale, CA). Each condition was assayed in triplicate,
and firefly values were normalized to corresponding renilla values.

Immunoblotting

E14.5 and E17.5 primary cortical cells (8×106/mL) were lysed at 4 °C in
RIPA buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton, 1% sodium
deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS) supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail set
III (Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA). Total protein concentrations of cleared lysates
were determined by BCA assay (Pierce, Rockford, IL), and 15–30 μg protein
was resolved on 8–10% SDS-PAGE gels. Blots were incubated overnight in
monoclonal β-catenin (BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA), monoclonal actin
(Chemicon, Temecula, CA), or polyclonal ErbB4 (Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz,
CA) antibodies diluted 1:500 in 5% milk. After 1 h exposure to HRP-
conjugated goat secondary anti-mouse anti-rabbit Abs (1:3000, Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA), blots were developed using enhanced chemiluminescence (GE
Healthcare, Waukesha, WI).

Immunohistochemistry

E14.5 and E17.5 primary cells were seeded overnight or for 2 h where noted
on poly-D-lysine in CDM+20 ng/mL FGF2 prior to fixation in 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) and staining. For preparation of tissue sections,
E14.5–E19.5 embryonic brains were fixed 6 h to overnight in 4%
paraformaldehyde. After fixation, brains were sunk in 30% sucrose solution
and then flash frozen in O.C.T. Compound (Tissue-Tek, Torrance, CA), and
sectioned in the coronal plane at 14 μm thickness. Primary antibodies used were
monoclonal Nestin (1:700, BD Biosciences), TuJ1 (1:500, Covance, Princeton,
NJ), RC2, and Pax6 (1:1600, 1:200, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank,
Iowa City, IA); and polyclonal β-galactosidase (1:1000, a gift from Tom Glaser,
University of Michigan), ErbB4 (1:500, Santa Cruz), Tbr1 (1:500, Chemicon),
and Tbr2 and FoxP2 (1:250, 1:500, Abcam, Cambridge, MA). Primary
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antibodies were detected with goat secondary anti-mouse Alexa 488 and anti-
rabbit Alexa 488 or 555 (1:250, Invitrogen), and DNAwas stained with Hoechst
33342. Images were captured using a Nikon (San Diego, CA) TE2000-U
inverted fluorescence microscope and MetaMorph Version 6.3r1 software.
Sections from brains subject to in utero electroporation were incubated with the
following primary antibodies: anti-GFP (Invitrogen, rabbit polyclonal, and
Abcam, chicken polyclonal), anti-Brn1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnologies, goat
polyclonal), and anti-FoxP2, and secondary antibodies from Invitrogen. DNA
was counterstained with DAPI (Invitrogen). One micrometer optical sections
were obtained using the 40× objective on a Zeiss (Oberkochen, Germany)
confocal microscope.

Cell cycle exit analysis

To label proliferating cells, embryos were exposed to bromodeoxyuridine
(BrdU) by intraperitoneal injection of the mother with 50 mg/kg body weight
(Sigma). Embryos were fixed and embedded and 10 μm coronal sections
prepared as above. Antigen retrieval was performed by incubation in 2.4N
hydrochloric acid for 1 h at room temperature prior to overnight incubation with
rat monoclonal BrdU (1:200, Serotec, Raleigh, NC) and rabbit polyclonal
phospho-histone H3 (1:200, Millipore, Billerica, MA). For each randomly
chosen field of view, 50 BrdU-positive cells were identified, then the percentage
of those cells that persisted in the mitotic fraction was determined by pHH3
expression.

In situ analysis

In situ hybridization was performed on coronal sections from three
independent sets of wild-type and Catnblox(Ex3)/+;NesCre transgenic E14.5
and E17.5 littermates as previously described (Chenn and Walsh, 2002). Heads
were frozen in isopentane at −30 °C. The Svet1 and Cux2 probes have been
previously described (Tarabykin et al., 2001; Nieto et al., 2004).

In utero electroporation studies

Our protocol for in utero electroporation of plasmid DNA constructs has
been described previously (Woodhead et al., 2006). Briefly, timed pregnant mice
were anesthetized with a 10:1 ketamine–xylazine cocktail. Plasmid DNA
solution (2.5 μl at 0.5 μg/μl) was injected into the lateral ventricle of the
embryonic brain through the uterine wall using a pulled capillary pipette. After
injection, five 50 ms square pulses of 45 mVat 950 ms intervals were delivered
by an electroporator (BTX 830, BTX, Holliston, MA). Afterward, the timed
pregnant females were sutured and allowed to recover. Mice were then sacrificed
at predetermined intervals and embryonic brains were recovered and fixed with
4% PFA.

Statistical analysis

Labeled cell counts were analyzed by Student's t-test using Prism 4.0
software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA). Neurosphere sizes were analyzed by
ANOVA followed by Tukey's pairwise comparison t-test.
Results

Conditional deletion of the Catnb third exon stimulates
β-catenin signaling

Transient expression of stabilized β-catenin in neural pro-
genitors under the direction of a Nestin enhancer (Nestin-ΔN90-
β-catenin) results in dramatic horizontal expansion of the
cerebral cortex (Chenn and Walsh, 2002). The N-terminal
portion of β-catenin containing the GSK3β phosphorylation
sites required for its degradation is encoded by exon 3 of the
β-catenin locus, and removal of this region results in the pro-
duction of a stabilized protein (Barth et al., 1997). To further
examine the effects of increased levels of β-catenin while
preserving its normal expression pattern, we crossed animals
homozygous for an allele of β-catenin with loxP sites flanking
the third exon (Catnblox(Ex3)) (Harada et al., 1999) with two
different nestin-Cre driver lines. The NesCre8 transgene
(Petersen et al., 2002) results in widespread activation of the
ROSA26 reporter in the neuroepithelium by E8.5, whereas
NesCre (Tronche et al., 1999) expression led to mosaic lacZ
expression in the E10.5 telencephalon which became wide-
spread by E11.5 (Backman et al., 2005). Both strains have been
employed previously to activate the Catnblox(Ex3) locus at these
respective ages (Backman et al., 2005).

In contrast with animals used in the previous study, where
Nestin regulatory elements drove the expression of truncated β-
catenin only in progenitors (Chenn and Walsh, 2002), the
current strategy facilitated the persistent expression of stabilized
β-catenin in both Nestin-expressing progenitors and their
lineage. Furthermore, it allowed us to circumvent the perinatal
lethality of the Nestin-ΔN90-β-catenin transgene in order to
maintain stable parental lines prior to introduction of Cre
expression. While Catnblox(Ex3)/+;NesCre transgenic animals
still die perinatally, this nonetheless facilitated an analysis of a
statistically more powerful number of embryos at multiple
stages of development, and further provided the advantage of
preserving β-catenin expression under control of its endogen-
ous regulatory elements. Immunoblotting of primary cortical
lysates from Cre-positive, Catnblox(Ex3) heterozygous embryos
invariably demonstrated expression of truncated β-catenin at
levels in excess of the full-length protein expressed from the
remaining wild-type allele by E14.5 (Fig. 1A).

To determine whether expression of stabilized β-catenin
results in an increase in transcriptional activation in primary
cortical cells, we employed a dual luciferase assay to monitor
β-catenin transcriptional activity. Cells were isolated from
E14.5 Catnblox(Ex3)/+;NesCre transgenic (hereafter referred to
as ΔEx3 transgenic) and wild-type littermates and transfected
with Super(8x)TOPFLASH, which contains 8 copies of the
optimal TCF/LEF consensus motif (CCTTTGATC) upstream
of the firefly luciferase gene (Veeman et al., 2003). Super(8x)
FOPFLASH, which contains 8 mutated binding sites (CCT-
TTGGCC), was used as a specificity control. Cortical cells
expressing stabilized β-catenin demonstrated a greater than
150-fold increase in TOPFLASH activation compared with
wild-type cells, confirming an increase in signaling (Fig. 1B;
WT, 0.36±0.06 relative luciferase units (RLUs), ΔEx3,
61.81±5.18 RLUs). This elevated signaling was dependent
upon β-catenin interaction with TCF factors, as coexpression
of ICAT, an inhibitor of β-catenin-TCF association (Gottardi
and Gumbiner, 2004), led to a 69% reduction in luciferase
activity.

Expression of the Nestin-ΔN90-β-catenin transgene led to a
twofold increase in progenitor cell cycle re-entry as determined
by the fraction of cells that remained positive for the cell cycle
antigen Ki67 24 h after pulse labeling with BrdU. To determine
whether persistent expression of stabilized β-catenin results in a
similar decrease in cell cycle exit, we exposed embryos to BrdU



Fig. 1. Cre-mediated deletion of β-catenin exon 3 results in high level expression of the stabilized protein and increased transcriptional activity. (A) E14.5 primary
cortical lysates were probed for β-catenin. The truncated protein was detected in Cre-positive embryos at levels in excess of the wild-type protein. (B) E14.5 wild-type
orΔEx3 transgenic primary cortical cells were cotransfected with Super(8x)TOPFLASH or Super(8x)FOPFLASH firefly luciferase reporters, an RNA polymerase III
renilla luciferase reporter, and pCDNA3-ICAT or vector control, and relative luciferase activity was determined. Error bars represent ±S.E.M. p=0.0003, WT vs.
ΔEx3; p=0.0012, ΔEx3+vector vs. ΔEx3+ICAT. (C) Fluorescence images of E16.5 sections stained for BrdU (red), pHH3 (green), and Hoescht (blue). Scale
bar=150 μm. (D) The fraction of cortical cells labeled with BrdU that remained positive for pHH3 24 h after injection was quantified (pb0.0001).
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in utero 24 h prior to sacrifice and determined the fraction of
labeled cells that continued to divide by phospho-histone H3
(pHH3) immunostaining (Fig. 1C). We found that the persistent
mitotic fraction in E16.5 ΔEx3 transgenic embryos was
likewise nearly doubled (Fig. 1D; WT, 8.34±0.37%, ΔEx3,
14.97±0.52%), suggesting that expression of stabilized β-
catenin using this conditional strategy has an effect of similar
magnitude on progenitor decisions to re-enter the cell cycle
rather than differentiate.

Continued expression of stabilized β-catenin causes a
disruption of cortical architecture during mid-to-late
neurogenesis

Because our current approach allowed us to generate trans-
genic animals consistently, we were able for the first time to
characterize cortical morphogenesis at multiple time points
during embryonic development. As described previously
(Chenn and Walsh, 2002), ΔEx3 transgenic brains were
grossly enlarged compared with brains from wild-type litter-
mates. Similar to Nestin-ΔN90-β-catenin transgenic animals,
embryos expressing this form of stabilized β-catenin in neural
progenitors exhibited a considerable increase in cortical
surface area and demonstrated cortical folding at mid-neuro-
genesis (Fig. 2A). E14.5 ΔEx3 transgenic cortices stained
more broadly than wild-type for the progenitor marker Nestin,
and staining for the pan-neuronal antigen β-III-tubulin (TuJ1)
revealed a decrease in the absolute thickness of the developing
cortical plate (Fig. 2B).
At later ages, ΔEx3 transgenic cortices exhibited highly
dilated ventricles and showed marked variability in thickness
from ventricular to pial surfaces as previously reported
(Chenn and Walsh, 2003) (Fig. 2C). It was likewise evident
at this stage that the increase in cortical area was accom-
panied by a reduction in the size of ventral telencephalic
structures, consistent with previous reports suggesting that
activation of Wnt signaling leads to the acquisition of dorsal
identity in telencephalic progenitors (Gunhaga et al., 2003). In
striking contrast to cortices from early embryos, by late
neurogenesis, the normal radial organization of Nestin-
expressing progenitors and the maturing domains of post-
mitotic neurons became progressively disordered (Fig. 2D).
ΔEx3 transgenic cortical germinal zones were characterized
by irregular accumulations of cells staining strongly for
Nestin. Catnblox(Ex3);NesCre8 embryos displayed a nearly
identical albeit somewhat more severe cortical phenotype and
correspondingly exhibited reduced viability at E17.5 (Fig. 6
and data not shown).

Persistent expression of stabilized β-catenin expands the radial
glial cell fraction

To quantify the effect of expression of stabilized β-catenin on
cortical progenitor populations, we determined the percentage of
primary cortical cells expressing Nestin, a global progenitor
marker (Lothian and Lendahl, 1997), Lewis X (LeX), an antigen
reported to enrich for neural stem-like cells vs. intermediate
progenitors (Capela and Temple, 2002), and RC2, which



Fig. 2. Continued expression of stabilized β-catenin leads to gross enlargement of cortical surface area and perturbs cortical organization. E14.5 and E17.5 coronal
sections were stained with cresyl violet (A, C), or labeled for the progenitor marker Nestin or the neuronal antigen TuJ1 (B, D). Boxes in panels A and C indicate
regions depicted in panels B and D. Scale bars =250 μm (A), 500 μm (C), 100 μm (B, D).
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recognizes a modified isoform of Nestin expressed in radial glial
cells (Chanas-Sacre et al., 2000) using immunocytochemistry.
The fraction of cortical cells expressing Nestin and LeX was
significantly enhanced by expression of β-catenin in E14.5
and E17.5 primary cells, confirming a relative expansion of
the progenitor population (Figs. 3A–D; E14.5 Nestin: WT,
41.6±2.2%, ΔEx3, 61.6±3.6%; LeX: WT, 34.9±3.0%, ΔEx3,
60.6±3.3%; E17.5 Nestin: WT, 26.5±1.7%, ΔEx3, 53.2±
2.3%; LeX: WT, 25.3±5.6%, ΔEx3, 40.2±2.1%). We also
observed a significant increase in the percentage of cells derived
fromΔEx3 transgenic brains positive for RC2 at both ages (Figs.
3E, F; E14.5: WT, 28.2±0.5%, ΔEx3, 36.8±0.3%; E17.5: WT,
17.2±1.2%,ΔEx3, 28.9±0.5%), suggesting the hypothesis that
β-catenin expands the radial glial progenitor fraction.

Stabilized β-catenin impairs the production and development of
intermediate progenitors

Our observation that persistent β-catenin activity causes a
progressive architectural disorganization of cortical germinal
zones and increases the relative fraction of radial glial pro-
genitors led us to examine the development of specific
cortical progenitor populations and the formation of the
subventricular zone (SVZ) in ΔEx3 transgenic mice. The
developmental progression from a radial glial phenotype,
characteristic of the VZ, to an intermediate progenitor
phenotype, predominant in the SVZ, is accompanied by the
downregulation of the homeodomain transcription factor
Pax6 and a concomitant induction of the T-box transcription
factor Tbr2 (Englund et al., 2005). We therefore examined
the size and spatial distribution of these populations in the
ΔEx3 cortex.

In the wild-type E14.5 cortex, low-level Pax6 expression was
confined to the VZ, and Tbr2 was detected in a broad band
demarcating the SVZ (Fig. 4A). In contrast, ΔEx3 transgenic
cortex exhibited an expansion of Pax6 expression, and only
scattered cells stained for Tbr2. At E17.5, while the layers
defined by each marker were relatively thinner in wild-type
cortex, ΔEx3 transgenic brains demonstrated widespread
disorganized expression of Pax6 and Tbr2 throughout the
developing cortex (Fig. 4B). Corresponding age-related altera-
tions in the expression of Pax6 and Tbr2 were observed in



Fig. 3. β-catenin stabilization increases the fraction of cells expressing markers of progenitor and radial glial cells. E14.5 primary cortical cells were seeded on poly-D-
lysine in CDM+FGF2 overnight and stained with the progenitor markers Nestin (A), LeX (C), or RC2 (E, green) and Hoechst (blue). Scale bar=50 μm. (B, D, F) The
fraction of E14.5 and E17.5 cells that stained for each marker was quantified. N≥300 cells per embryo. Error bars represent ±S.E.M. E14.5: pb0.0001, Nestin, LeX,
RC2. E17.5: pb0.0001, Nestin; p=0.0025, LeX; p=0.0009, RC2.
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dissociated cortical cells (Figs. 4C, D; E14.5 (20 h) Pax6: WT,
16.5±0.6%, ΔEx3, 22.8±0.8%; Tbr2: WT, 13.1±0.6%, ΔEx3,
5.0±0.5%; E17.5 Pax6: WT, 5.4±0.8%, ΔEx3 15.2±3.1%;
Tbr2: WT, 7.1±1.8%,ΔEx3, 12.6±2.6%). Pax6 and Tbr2 were
each expressed in a similar fraction of E14.5 cortical cells
immediately after attachment (Figs. 4C, D; E14.5 (2 h) Pax6:
WT, 16.8±1.2%, ΔEx3, 21.4±1.8%; Tbr2: WT, 13.8±2.0%,
ΔEx3, 6.1±1.0%). These findings suggest that the notable
absence of Tbr2-positive cells at this age is likely not due to a
selective increase in the rate of intermediate progenitor apoptosis
as would be detectable during the 20 h culture period.
Collectively, these observations suggest that β-catenin plays a
role in maintaining the Pax6-expressing progenitor population
while delaying the onset of Tbr2 expression.

In a previous study, it was shown that the cortical region
normally populated by SVZ progenitors in adult animals was
expanded in thickness and aberrantly occupied by large
neuronal heterotopia distinct from the cortical plate (Chenn
and Walsh, 2003). The altered composition of this enlarged
“SVZ” suggested that the normal SVZ progenitor population
may be reduced or absent in these animals, and further implied
a possible defect in neuronal migration. To examine more
specifically the development of the SVZ, we used in situ
hybridization to characterize the expression of the home-
odomain transcription factor Cux2 and the noncoding
transcript Svet1, normally restricted to the SVZ and upper
cortical layers (II–IV) (Tarabykin et al., 2001; Nieto et al.,
2004). At E14.5, while both transcripts were expressed in the
wild-type SVZ, they were completely absent from ΔEx3
transgenic brains, corresponding with the absence of Tbr2-
positive progenitors at this age (Fig. 5A). Similarly at E17.5,
both Svet1 and Cux2 transcripts were detected in the wild-type
SVZ; in contrast, neither transcript was detected in transgenic
brains (Fig. 5B). These findings demonstrate that despite the
eventual induction of Tbr2, persistent expression of stabilized
β-catenin interferes with the acquisition of further hallmarks of
an intermediate progenitor phenotype. Together with the
observation that β-catenin signaling is normally downregu-
lated at the VZ to SVZ transition (Woodhead et al., 2006),
these data suggest that a suppression of β-catenin activity may
be critical for the development of the SVZ as a secondary
germinal zone.



Fig. 4. Stabilized β-catenin expands expression of the radial glial marker Pax6 and delays the appearance of Tbr2-positive intermediate progenitors. Fluorescence
images of E14.5 (A) and E17.5 (B) sections stained for Pax6 (red) and Tbr2 (green). Scale bar=100 μm. Primary cortical cells were seeded on poly-D-lysine in CDM+
FGF2 overnight and the fraction of cells that stained for Pax6 (C) or Tbr2 (D) was quantified. n≥300 cells per embryo. Error bars represent ±S.E.M. E14.5, 3 h:
p=0.005, Pax6; p=0.0004, Tbr2. E14.5, 20 h: pb0.0001, Pax6 and Tbr2. E17.5: p=0.0061, Pax6; p=0.0395, Tbr2.
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β-catenin overexpression interferes with the development of
superficial layer cortical neurons

A previous analysis of adult mice expressing an attenuated
form of the Nestin-ΔN90-β-catenin transgene demonstrated a
dramatic disorganization of cortical lamina; however, a
molecular characterization of each individual neuronal layer
was not conducted (Chenn and Walsh, 2003). Our observations
that β-catenin perturbs the normal development of Tbr2-
Fig. 5. Transcripts specific to the SVZ and upper cortical layers are absent fromΔEx3
and E17.5 (B) coronal sections. Expression of each transcript was exclusively detected
layers of wild-type cortices at E17.5. No signal was detected with a Cux2 sense pro
expressing intermediate progenitors in the SVZ suggest that β-
catenin overexpression may furthermore have consequences for
the development of upper layer cortical neurons. The develop-
mental appearance of intermediate progenitors corresponds
with the formation of the SVZ as a distinct secondary germinal
zone, and accumulating evidence suggests that superficial layer
neurons are derived from the SVZ (Martinez-Cerdeno et al.,
2006; Tarabykin et al., 2001; Nieto et al., 2004). Correspond-
ingly, in E17.5 wild-type brains, Cux2 expression was evident
transgenic cortex. Cux2 or Svet1 antisense probes were hybridized to E14.5 (A)
in the SVZ of wild-type cortices at E14.5; Cux2was also expressed in the upper
be. Scale bar=500 μm.
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not only in the SVZ but also in the superficial layers of the
cortical plate (Fig. 5B). In contrast, in addition to the
developing ΔEx3 transgenic cortex lacking any definitive
lamination, transgenic brains failed to develop Cux2 expres-
sion, suggesting that the defects in progenitor maturation that
result from expression of stabilized β-catenin have specific
consequences for the timing and rate of generation of upper
layer neurons.

To determine whether persistent expression of stabilized β-
catenin likewise has consequences for deeper layer cortical
lamination, we characterized the expression patterns of the deep
layer markers Tbr1 (subplate, layer VI; Bulfone et al., 1995) and
FoxP2 (layers V–VI; Ferland et al., 2003). We found that both
markers were present in ΔEx3 transgenic brains at E17.5 (Figs.
6A, B, center panels), consistent with the notion that deeper
cortical layers arise directly from radial glial progenitors (Frantz
et al., 1994; Miyata et al., 2001). However, lamination was
markedly disorganized, correlating with the overall architectural
abnormalities in the transgenic cortex at this age. We likewise
probed Catnblox(Ex3);NesCre8 transgenic cortices for Tbr1 and
FoxP2 and found a similarly widespread, disorganized pattern
of expression (Figs. 6A, B, right panels), suggesting that it is
unlikely that deep layer neurons can only be observed in ΔEx3
transgenic embryos because they are specified prior to the onset
of NesCre activity.

While both NesCre and NesCre8 exhibit activity prior to the
specification of the majority of cortical neurons, it is none-
theless possible that the deep layer neurons we observed were
Fig. 6. Persistent expression of stabilized β-catenin does not interfere with the genera
E17.5 NesCre (left and center panels) or NesCre8 (right panels) embryos stained fo
indicate the regions depicted at higher magnification in the lower panels. Scale bars
E16.5 ROSA26NesCre transgenic embryos stained for Tbr1 (C) or FoxP2 (D, green),
be detected in cells in which recombination has occurred. Scale bars=300 μm (upp
either specified prior to Cre induction or derived from
progenitors in which recombination failed to occur. To confirm
that sustained β-catenin activity is not prohibitive of deep layer
neurogenesis, we crossed males bearing both the ROSA26LacZ
reporter and the NesCre transgene to Catnblox(Ex3) females. We
observed widespread labeling for β-galactosidase exclusively in
Catnblox(Ex3)/+;ROSA26NesCre transgenic embryos (Figs. 6C,
D). We detected extensive overlap of Tbr1 and β-galactosidase
as well as FoxP2 and β-galactosidase expression in ΔEx3
transgenic embryos (Figs. 6C, D). We further observed a
qualitative enlargement of the FoxP2-positive population upon
persistent activation of β-catenin signaling, consistent with a
recent report showing that attenuation of Wnt signaling leads to
a dimunition of TLE4-expressing deep layer neurons (Zhou et
al., 2006).

Because disruptions in tissue architecture may lead to
changes in cell proliferation and identity (Bilder et al., 2000;
Peifer, 2000), we then used an in vivo electroporation approach
to examine the cell-autonomous function of β-catenin in
generation of laminar identity. Following electroporation of
stabilized β-catenin (ΔN90β-catenin; Chenn and Walsh, 2002)
into E13.5 cortical progenitors and analysis at E19.5, we found
that persistent activation of β-catenin caused a relative decrease
in the production of upper-layer neurons (Fig. 7), defined by
expression of the POU homeodomain protein Brn-1 (Sugitani et
al., 2002). The fraction ofΔ90βCat expressing cells positive for
Brn1 (∼24%) was significantly decreased when compared to
GFP control (∼53%, p=0.0337). Similar to the cortices of
tion of deep layer neurons. (A, B) Fluorescence images of coronal sections from
r Tbr1 (A) or FoxP2 (B, green) and Hoescht (blue). Boxes in the upper panels
=500 μm (upper panels), 100 μm (lower panels). (C, D) Coronal sections from
β-galactosidase (red), and Hoescht (blue). Expression of deep layer markers can
er panels), 100 μm (lower panels).



Fig. 7. Expression of stabilized β-catenin by in utero electroporation increases the proportion of deep layer cortical neurons produced relative to superficial layer
neurons. E13.5 embryos were microinjected with plasmid expression vectors for either GFP-fused stabilized β-catenin (Δ90βCat) or GFP control (GFP) and
electroporated. Coronal sections of electroporated E19.5 cortex were immunostained for GFP and molecular markers specific for superficial (Brn1; layers II–IV) and
deep layer neurons (FoxP2; layers V–VI). Boxes show areas of interest which are enlarged to the right. Arrows denote examples of cells co-positive for cortical layer
markers (FoxP2 or Brn1) and GFP; arrowheads show examples of GFP positive cells that are negative for FoxP2 or Brn1. A significantly increased fraction of cells
expressing Δ90βCat stained positive for FoxP2 (0.53) when compared to cells expressing GFP (0.39, p=0.0177). Correspondingly, the fraction of Δ90βCat
expressing cells positive for Brn1 (0.23) significantly decreased when compared to GFP control (0.53, p=0.0337). Graphs show the results of 3 experiments (2144
cells analyzed total). Scale bar=100 μm (large panels), 25 μm (small panels).
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ΔEx3 transgenic mice, we observed a relative increase in
FoxP2-expressing cortical neurons (∼53%) when compared to
cells expressing GFP (∼39%, p=0.0177). These electropora-
tion findings support the studies from transgenic ΔEx3 cortices
indicating that β-catenin regulates the production of upper-layer
cortical neurons and their progenitors.

Stabilized β-catenin impedes the acquisition of cortical ErbB4
expression and epidermal growth factor responsiveness

Signals mediated by receptors of the epidermal growth factor
(EGF) family have been shown to be critical for the normal
development of the embryonic and adult SVZ (Burrows et al.,
1997; Anton et al., 2004). Neural progenitors initially respon-
sive to fibroblast growth factor (FGF) acquire responsiveness to
EGF during mid-corticogenesis (∼E13.5); however, little is
known about what factors regulate this transition (Tropepe et
al., 1999; Ciccolini, 2001). Expression of each EGF family
receptor (ErbB1–4) has been detected in discrete but over-
lapping patterns in the germinal zones of the developing rodent
CNS, suggesting that changes in the levels of any single
receptor could influence signaling outcomes in neural progeni-
tors (Kornblum et al., 2000).

To examine whether the disruption in the development of
Tbr2-expressing intermediate progenitors in ΔEx3 transgenic
cortex is coupled with an alteration in the acquisition of EGF
responsiveness, we first examined the expression of the ErbB
receptors by immunohistochemistry and Western blot. Wild-
type E17.5 coronal sections stained for ErbB4 demonstrated
prominent expression throughout the SVZ/IZ as previously
reported (Fig. 8A) (Kornblum et al., 2000). In contrast, the
cortex of embryos expressing stabilized β-catenin showed
negligible ErbB4 reactivity. Likewise, while expression of
ErbB4 was detected in E17.5 wild-type cell lysates, it was
absent from cells expressing stabilized β-catenin (Fig. 8B).
These results indicate that, in addition to the absence of the SVZ
markers Svet1 and Cux2, transgenic cortices also fail to
upregulate the ErbB4 receptor during development.

To determine the functional consequences of the absence of
ErbB4 in ΔEx3 transgenic cortices, we examined the prolife-
ration of neurospheres generated from wild-type and ΔEx3
transgenic cortical cells in the presence of either FGF2 alone or
FGF2 and EGF. We found that only wild-type spheres grew
significantly larger upon inclusion of EGF (Figs. 8C–E),
resulting in a greater than twofold increase in wild-type sphere
diameter at E14.5 (E14.5 FGF2: WT, 95.2±11.1 μm, ΔEx3,
96.6±16.1 μm; FGF2/EGF: WT, 207.9±59.4 μm, ΔEx3,
104.3±17.9 μm); this difference was less pronounced at E17.5
(FGF2: WT, 67.3±15.3 μm, ΔEx3, 57.9±16.6 μm; FGF2/
EGF: WT, 97.8±34.5 μm, ΔEx3, 48.6±11.1 μm). Collectively,



Fig. 8. Stabilized β-catenin prevents induction of ErbB4 expression and the acquisition of a mitogenic responsiveness to EGF. (A) E17.5 coronal sections stained for
ErbB4 (green) and Hoechst (blue). Scale bar=150 μm. (B) Detection of ErbB4 (175 kDa) in E17.5 primary cortical lysates. Actin is shown as a control for equal
protein loading. Phase images of E14.5 wild-type and ΔEx3 transgenic cortical cells after 6 days of neurosphere culture in the presence of 20 ng/mL FGF2 (C) or
20 ng/mL each FGF2 and EGF (D). Scale bar=200 μm. (E) The diameter of a representative sample (n≥30) of spheres generated from E14.5 or E17.5 cells was
measured.
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these results suggest that, in addition to delaying the normal
maturation of radial glia to intermediate progenitors, β-catenin
inhibits their acquisition of a proliferative response to EGF, and
identify β-catenin as an important regulator of this develop-
mental transition in progenitor growth factor responsiveness.
Signals transduced by ErbB4 activation may likewise be
critical to activate the expression of other factors characteristic
of SVZ progenitors, including Cux2 and Svet1, which may
function in the determination of neuronal subtype and/or cortical
layer fate.

Discussion

Conditional expression of stabilized β-catenin in neural
progenitor cells causes an enlargement of cortical surface area
resulting from expansion of the progenitor population (Chenn
and Walsh, 2002). Here we find that the effect of enhanced β-
catenin signaling on progenitor expansion is not homogeneous,
but rather is characterized by an initial increase in the fraction of
Pax6-positive radial glial progenitors and a corresponding delay
in the generation of the Tbr2-expressing intermediate progeni-
tors that comprise the SVZ. Furthermore, focal overexpression
of stabilized β-catenin in cortical progenitors by in utero
electroporation results in a relative decrease in upper layer vs.
lower layer cortical neurons. Progenitors expressing stabilized
β-catenin neither upregulate ErbB4 expression nor exhibit a
mitogenic response to EGF. Collectively, these data suggest that
β-catenin acts to maintain the population of radial glial
progenitors at the expense of the generation of intermediate
progenitors in the embryonic telencephalon and represents a
critical regulator of the capacity of developing progenitors to
respond to specific mitogenic signals.

Whilewe propose that persistently enhancedβ-catenin activity
delays the development of intermediate progenitors, it is clear that
β-catenin has further consequences to progenitor maturation, as
the Tbr2-expressing cells eventually generated in ΔEx3 trans-
genic cortices are markedly abnormal. In addition to being
distributed in poorly organized ectopic locations throughout the
cortex, possibly indicative of defects in cell migration, these Tbr2-
expressing cells do not express other markers characteristic of
intermediate progenitors such as Svet1, Cux2, or ErbB4. Because
ΔEx3 transgenic mice also die perinatally, we have not been able
to examine whether the absence of these markers represents a
transient or permanent delay in differentiation.

The mechanisms regulating progression of radial glial pro-
genitors to intermediate progenitors remain poorly understood.
As a population, neural progenitors transition from being
exclusively responsive to FGF early in cortical development to
being responsive to both EGF and FGF at approximately E13.5
(Ciccolini, 2001). Overexpression of EGFR in VZ progenitors
leads them to adopt migratory and proliferative characteristics of
their SVZ counterparts (Burrows et al., 1997). Furthermore,
infusion of ErbB4 ligands selectively induces proliferation in the
SVZ, and conditional deletion of ErbB4, which is primarily
expressed in the transit-amplifying population, leads to a
disruption of SVZ organization and migration patterns (Ghash-
ghaei et al., 2006). Here we observed that absence of an EGF
proliferative response is coupled with loss of the SVZ markers



Fig. 9. Model illustrating how persistent expression of stabilized β-catenin may
delay progenitor maturation. β-catenin signaling prolongs the expansion of
Pax6-positive radial glia progenitors by increasing the relative frequency of
symmetric self-renewing divisions vs. the asymmetric divisions that give rise to
Tbr2-positive intermediate progenitors. The resulting expansion of the
progenitor pool ultimately leads to a dramatic increase in cortical surface area.
The failure ofΔEx3 transgenic intermediate progenitors to induce expression of
ErbB4 and the absence of SVZ markers Cux2 and Svet1 in the transgenic cortex
are suggestive of additional defects in progenitor maturation.
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Svet1 and Cux2. Collectively, these observations lend support to
the possibility that the level of EGFR/ErbB4 expression in
cortical progenitors plays a critical role in regulating the
transition to an intermediate phenotype, and that downregulation
of β-catenin signaling may be required for this transition to
proceed normally.

While this transition correlates with the appearance of Tbr2-
expressing progenitors in the SVZ, it remains to be determined
whether the switch from Pax6 to Tbr2 expression is directly
related to the acquisition of EGF responsiveness. While down-
regulation of Pax6 is necessary for corneal epithelial cells to
proliferate in response to EGF (Li and Lu, 2005), EGF signaling
can also function as an upstream antagonist of Pax6 in the
Drosophila eye (Kumar and Moses, 2001). While our results
suggest that a decrease in Pax6 expression and corresponding
upregulation of Tbr2 alone are not sufficient to support the
upregulation of ErbB4 and the development of a proliferative
response to EGF through ErbB4 activation, they do not exclude
the possibility that ErbB4 activity might further stimulate the
production of Tbr2-expressing intermediate progenitors.

ErbB4 signaling is instrumental in the development of the
SVZ, as its deletion in either the GFAP-positive or nestin-
positive neural progenitor populations leads to a disruption of
SVZ structural organization (Anton et al., 2004). Moreover,
ventricular infusion of the ErbB4 ligand neuregulin-2 exclu-
sively promotes the proliferation of SVZ progenitors, suggesting
that it may be critical for the normal expansion of this population
(Ghashghaei et al., 2006). Intriguingly, ErbB4 may be uniquely
poised to impact the expression of factors critical for the differ-
entiation of VZ to SVZ progenitors and subsequently into upper
layer neurons, as it is the only member of the EGF receptor
family known to undergo intramembrane cleavage, releasing a
C-terminal fragment that translocates to the nucleus (Ni et al.,
2001). The ErbB4 cytoplasmic fragment was recently shown to
antagonize the Eto2 transcriptional corepressor, a function that
may be of importance to normal epithelial differentiation (Linggi
and Carpenter, 2006).

While symmetric proliferative divisions in the VZ serve to
expand the radial glia progenitor pool, recent studies demon-
strate that symmetric terminal divisions in the SVZ contribute to
neuronal production during mid-to-late cortical development
(Kornack and Rakic, 1995; Mione et al., 1997; Haubensak et al.,
2004; Noctor et al., 2004). It has been proposed that a two-step
pattern of neurogenesis, consisting of asymmetric radial glial
divisions in the VZ followed by symmetric terminal divisions in
the SVZ, underlies a sustained period of neuron production and
the evolutionary expansion of cortical surface area (Kriegstein et
al., 2006). Our data suggest that persistent β-catenin signaling
may underlie a selective expansion of the radial glial population
while delaying the onset of the second stage of abventricular
neurogenesis, and that downregulation ofβ-catenin activity may
be a critical prerequisite for this progression.

Although our methods do not enable us to examine directly
whether β-catenin expression regulates the specific mitotic
outcome of radial glial division, our results support a model
where the level ofβ-catenin signaling can prolong the first phase
of progenitor expansion by increasing the relative frequency of
symmetric, proliferative divisions vs. the secondary mode of
self-renewing asymmetric divisions that give rise to one radial
glial cell and one intermediate progenitor (Fig. 9). Subsequent
modulation of progenitor responsiveness to environmental
stimuli, including secreted growth factors such as EGF, may
be required for symmetric, proliferative divisions of intermedi-
ate progenitors. Changes in the time of onset of the second stage
of neurogenesis could have further consequences for the
induction of factors involved in the determination of specific
layer fates, as illustrated by the absence of Cux2 and Svet1 in the
ΔEx3 transgenic cortex.

While Pax6 has not been reported as a direct transcriptional
target of β-catenin, its 5′ untranslated region contains multiple
putative TCF/LEF binding sites as identified by the Patch 1.0
Web-based algorithm (unpublished observations). A previous
report demonstrated a ventral expansion of Pax6 expression
upon NesCre-mediated conditional expression of stabilized β-
catenin (Backman et al., 2005). The converse was true when β-
catenin was deleted, suggesting its activity is necessary to
achieve appropriate regional patterning of Pax6 expression; in
contrast, the pattern of Emx2 expression was unaffected
(Backman et al., 2005). These two factors have been shown to
play antagonistic roles in the specification of rostral and caudal
areas in the developing neocortex, a relationship that was
revealed only upon ablation of one or the other factor (Bishop et
al., 2000). Therefore, the ability of β-catenin to sustain Pax6
expression may not be sufficient to impact cortical regionaliza-
tion along this axis. Furthermore, since explant studies have
revealed that the specification of cortical and hippocampal fields
is initiated prior to E10.5 (Grove and Tole, 1999), the timing of
the Cre-mediated activation of β-catenin in our current model
may not be suited to such an analysis. Our findings nonetheless
suggest that an improved understanding of the interrelationship
between β-catenin and Pax6 activities will lend valuable insight
into the mechanisms that regulate the regional patterning of the
neocortex as well as the timing and generation of secondary
progenitor populations during cortical development.
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